
For over twenty years, Ed has been captivating audiences across the country with
his relaxed style of inspiration and motivation. From FedEx to Delta Airlines from
Cellular One to the United States Postal Service, Ed has addressed over one
thousand audiences of all types.
As a banquet speaker who utilizes tasteful humor with challenging anecdotes of
hope and success, Ed weaves a tapestry of unforgettable stories which will have
your audience enjoying an emotional ride all evening…and recalling what they
heard the next day. One uncompromising promise Ed makes to all of his audiences
has always been kept…they WILL enjoy his program!
A successful businessman in his own right, Ed has the ability to relate and connect
to any audience, whether large or small, regardless of gender or age makeup. His
respect for his listeners is apparent, especially when measured by the common
evaluations of his talks that include comments regarding how his audience
members felt as if Ed were talking to me personally.
Ed's topics vary from group to group, depending upon the interest and needs of the
audience. He speaks primarily on the impact of values in management and
customer service and how eliminating indifference in the workplace can be
accomplished through kinder interpersonal communications.
Set your expectations for your next banquet or meeting high…expect
professionalism, entertainment, inspiration, and humor. If you want aerobics,
cheerleading, or board breaking, look somewhere else. However, if you want your
audience to be electrified and satisfied, consider Ed for your next special event.

Testimonials

Ed Horrell

"Your motivational and inspirational presentation was the highlight of the
meeting and set the tone for the day" 

- Delta Airlines.

(covering a Washington's birthday dinner speech made by Ed to the Old Dutch
Church in New York)... "Horrell was given a standing ovation as he concluded his
speech."

- The Daily Freeman.
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